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SEP 141984Docket'No. 50-461

Mr. ' Daniel ' I. Herborn, Director
Nuclear Licensing & Configuration Management

. Nuclear Station Engineering
Clinton Power Station
P. O. Box 678
Clinton, Illinois 61727

Dear Mr. Her. born:

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITION INFORMATION - HYDROGEN CONTROL FOR MARK III
CONTAINMENTS

.As a part of the staff's continuing review of hydrogen control for Mark III
containments during postulated degraded core accidents, the staff has
identified the need for additional information on the CLASIX-3 code which
has been used to support the licensing activities associated with Mark III
plants. The CLASIX-3 code has been used to determine the environmental
conditions to which equipment survivabiilty is to be evaluated. This
request for information is included in the enclosure.

Please infoim NRC Project Manager, Byron Siegel of your schedule for
response and for clarification or further discussion on this topic.

Sincerely,

A. Schwencer, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 2
Division of Licensing

< Enclosure:
As stated

Distribution:
Docket File
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REQUEST.FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RELATED
TO DEGRADED CORE HYOR0 GEN CONTROL

..

1. It is the' intent of the Mark III owners to use the HC0G quarter-scale

tests (which focuses on diffusion-type burning within the wetwell

region) and plant specific /HC0G CLASIX-3 analyses (which focuses on

discrete-type burning within the containment), to determine the most

severe thermal environment within the containment and drywell for

purposes of demonstrating equipment survivability. Since the
~

present passive helt sink modeling in CLASIX-3 tends to underestimate
,,

9

the compartment atmosphere temperatures and since CLASIX-3 appears

to be in non-confomance with the provisions of NUREG-0583, the

CLASIX-3 containment response sensitivity studies (correspondence

No. HGN-001) should not be used as the basis for determining the

m'oit severe compartment temperature conditions. In view of this :
I

concern, the present version of CLASIX-3 is inappropriate.

-Since the methodology described in NUREG-0588 is generally recognized

as an acceptable approach for addressing equipment qualification,

describe and justify if there are deviations fro,m the provisions of

NUREG-0588 with regard to the passive heat-sink and heat-transfer

assumptions that will be' used for plant specific analyses in the

following areas:
i

I
1) the temperature difference used with the heat-transfer film f

coefficients for both saturated and super-heated atmospheres;.
I
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2) the " analytical model and assumptions used to account for

condensate removal from the heat sink surface; and

.' 3) the energy removal associated with condensed mass.

2. 'For each postulated degraded core sequenre, (i.e., SORY and drywell
,

break initiated events), provide an evaluation of the impact on the--
,

,drywell; atmosphere environment when considering heat losses from the

reactor vessel and its associated piping'(e.g., SRV lines). Provide

and justify assumptions used in your evaluation, e.g., convective and -

radiative heat transfer parameters. .-

.

3. According to the BWR/6 Standard Techn'ical Specifications, periodic

1cm pressure leak testing of the drywell is required. The

acceptance criterion.is that the leakage shall be less than or equal

to 10% of the maximum allowable A/lii (i.e., approximately 1 ft* ).

Thus, the maximum allowable leak rate is equival' nt to roughly 4000
'

SCFM at 3 psi pressure differential. Provide an evaluation of the

consequences within the drywell and the containment by the combustion

of' hydrogen when considering the drywell bypass leakage (include ;

mechanistically the effects of upper pool dump and pool drawdown).
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. Mr. Diniel I. Herborn.

~ Mr. Allen.Samelson, Esquire --

-
.

~ Director-Nuclear Licensing & Assistant Attorney General
Configuration Managenent- Environmental Control Division

-Nuclear. Station Engineering Southern Region~

""

Clinton Power Station 500 South Second Street
P. 0. Box 678 Springfield, Illinois 62706

LClinton,. Illinois 61727 g

Mr. D. P. Hall . Jean Foy, Esquire
Vice President 511 W. Nevada
'Clinton' Power Station Urbana, Illinois 61801
P. 0. Box 678
Clinton, Illinois, 61727

'

'Mrs.:K. A. Baker-
~

Staff. Engineer,- Licensing. .

Nuclear Station Engineering .

Clinton Power Station
P. O. Box 678

,

Clinton, Illinois:61727

' Mr. H. R.. Victor
Manager-Nuclear Station Engineering Dpt.
.ClintonitowerStation .-

P.-0. Rox 678 ,

Clinton, Illinois _61727

Sheldon 2abel, Esquire
:Schiff,'Hardin & Waite
7200 Sears Tower.
233 Wacker Drive -
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Mr.' Fred Christenson
~

-

Resident Inspector '
U.. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -

RR 3, Box 229 A
.Clinton,-Illinois 61727

Mr. R. C. Heider
' Project Manager .

,

.Sargent &.Lundy Engineers
i 55 East Monrne. Street

Chicago, Illinois- 60603

Mr. L. Larson
Project Manager>

. General Electric Company-
'175 Curtner Avenue,'N/C 395
: San Jose, California 95125
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